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Smectic layer displacement fluctuations in solid substrate supported smectic-A films
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~Received 19 September 2003; published 27 January 2004!

In this paper we present results of calculations of static and dynamic characteristics of smectic layer
displacement fluctuations in solid substrate supported smectic-A films with due regard for asymmetric profiles
of the bending elastic constantK and the smectic layer compressibilityB. We also take into account difference
in properties of boundary surfaces of the film, namely, the surface tension of the free surface is taken to be
finite whereas that of a film-substrate interface is assumed to be infinitely large. Profiles of the smectic layer
displacement fluctuations and correlations between them are calculated for films formed of liquid crystalline
compounds with the bulk smectic-A to nematic phase transition. The calculations are performed at tempera-
tures much lower than that of the bulk phase transition and at maximum temperatures of existence of films of
given thickness. The time dependent displacement-displacement correlation functions for thermal smectic layer
displacement fluctuations and time dependent intensity-intensity correlation functions for diffuse x-ray scatter-
ing from the films are also calculated. It is shown that unlike free-standing smectic-A films, an effect of the
temperature on dynamics of smectic layer displacement fluctuations in solid substrate supported smectic-A
films can be observed in experiments on coherent x-ray dynamic scattering from not very thick films (N
;20) and at significantly smaller wave vector transfer component in the film plane.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Smectic liquid crystals possess a one-dimensional la
ing @1# due to which they have an ability to form free
standing films with a macroscopic surface area (;cm2) @2#
and thickness which can be varied from thousands of m
lecular layers down to two and even one smectic layer@3,4#.
These unique properties make them the most suitable m
systems for studying the crossover from three-dimensio
~3D! to 2D behavior. In addition, the surface-induced ord
ing combines with finite-size effects in free-standing smec
films ~FSSFs!, and this combination gives rise to the appe
ance of phenomena that are not observed in bulk liquid c
tal ~LC! samples@5–9#. Therefore, during the last 20 to 2
years FSSFs have been the objects of intensive experim
and theoretical investigations.

At present, a significant interest is focused on solid s
strate supported smectic films@10–15#. Similar to FSSFs, the
most complete information on the structure of these films
be obtained from experiments on specular and diffuse x
scattering. These experiments provide us with information
both equilibrium properties of the films~number of film lay-
ers, the layer spacing, the local layer structure! as well as the
thermal fluctuation in them. In addition, experiments on d
fuse x-ray scattering@10–12,15# yield information on the
substrate roughness which induces distortions in the sme
film. In Ref. @16# it has been shown that displacemen
displacement correlation functions for such films, which d
termine intensity of the diffuse x-ray scattering, consist
two parts, one of which is due to intrinsic thermal smec
layer displacement fluctuations and the second part is du
substrate roughness replication in the film. Thus, an inform
tion on intrinsic thermal smectic layer fluctuations and t
substrate roughness cannot be extracted separately from
of experiments on the diffuse x-ray scattering without
adequate theoretical description of the smectic layer
1063-651X/2004/69~1!/011701~9!/$22.50 69 0117
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placement fluctuations in the solid substrate supported sm
tic films.

Theoretical description of the thermal layer displacem
fluctuations in solid substrate supported smectic-A (Sm-A)
films has been developed in Refs.@16,17#. In these papers
such fluctuations are described in the framework of w
known discrete Holyst’s model@18–20# earlier proposed for
description of the layer displacement fluctuations in FSSA
In this model the solid substrate supported smectic-A film is
assumed to be spatially homogeneous and characterized
only the number of the smectic layersN, the surface tension
g its boundary free surface~in Ref. @16# the surface tension
of a film-substrate interface is assumed to be infinitely lar
and in Ref.@17#, the film layer adjacent to the substrate su
face is assumed to be rigidly fixed!, and the elastic constant
K andB for bending and compression of the smectic laye
respectively. The latter constants are assumed to be sim
for all film layers and equal to those for the bulk Sm-A
phase. In Refs.@21–23# it has been pointed out that, even fo
FSSAFs, this assumption is physically justified only for te
peratures significantly lower than the bulk Sm-A–nematic
(Sm-A–N) or Sm-A–isotropic (Sm-A–I ) transition tem-
peratures. In this case the Sm-A structure is well developed
in whole volume of the film, and both orientational an
translational molecular ordering in internal film layers shou
be similar to those near the boundary free surfaces. Since
bending elastic constantK is proportional top2, and the
smectic layer compressibilityB is proportional tos2 @1#,
where p and s are the orientational and translational ord
parameters, respectively, the elastic constantsK andB should
also be almost equal for all film layers. However, thin sme
tic films of some LCs can exist at temperatures much hig
than the bulk Sm-A–I or Sm-A–N transition temperatures
@5–9#. The microscopic model proposed in Refs.@24–27#,
which describes many features of behavior of the FSSAF
these temperatures, predicts that well above the b
©2004 The American Physical Society01-1
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Sm-A–I or Sm-A–N transition points the internal film layer
can be significantly less ordered than the outermost o
This theoretical result has been experimentally confirmed
experiments on a visible light transmission through FSSA
@28# and x-ray scattering from smectic-A films @9# heated
above the bulk Sm-A–N transition temperature. Therefor
in such films both the bending elastic constantK and the
smectic layer compressibilityB should decrease with dis
tance from the boundary free surface and reach minim
values in the interior of the film. In the Holist’s model@18–
20# such profiles of the elastic constantsK and B are not
taken into account, and, consequently, above the b
Sm-A–I or Sm-A–N transition temperatures this mod
should not give correct values of the smectic layer displa
ment fluctuations and correlations between them. An ef
of spatial inhomogeneity of FSSAF on the thermal layer d
placement fluctuations has been theoretically investigate
Refs.@21–23#. It has been found that taking into account th
inhomogeneity, for maximum temperatures of existence
FSSAFs, one can obtain results significantly different fro
predictions of the Holyst’s model. It should be, howev
noticed that an assumption of spatial homogeneity of
solid substrate supported smectic-A films can be invalid even
for lower temperatures. The point is that their boundary s
faces~the free surface and the film-substrate interface! are
not similar, and, hence, these surfaces could have diffe
orienting action on the LC molecules. As a result, such fil
are not symmetrical with respect to their central layer tha
not consistent with the assumption of their spatial homo
neity. Therefore, the theoretical description of the sme
layer displacement fluctuations proposed in Refs.@16,17#
cannot be considered as adequate.

As for dynamics of the thermal layer displacement flu
tuations in FSSAFs, it has been under experimental and
oretical investigations since only the last few years. For
experimental study, the dynamic soft x-ray scattering@29#
and the dynamic hard x-ray scattering@30# techniques have
been developed, and theoretical description of the exp
mental results has been presented in Refs.@31–34#. This de-
scription is based on linearized equations of the smectiA
hydrodynamics and the above mentioned Holyst’s mo
@18–20# for the free energy excess associated with the la
displacement fluctuations in FSSAFs. The models@31–34#
allow to determine the dynamic correlation functions f
these fluctuations and calculate time dependent inten
intensity correlations for x-ray scattering from FSSAF. Th
predictions are in a qualitative agreement with results of
experiments@29,30# on the dynamic x-ray scattering from
FSSAFs of various thickness. As for dynamics of the therm
layer displacement fluctuations in the solid substrate s
ported smectic-A films, it is not experimentally investigate
up to now. Nevertheless, its theoretical investigation
been already performed@17# in the framework of the Ho-
lyst’s model @18–20#, neglecting the spatial inhomogenei
of the films. As a result, such an approach yields tempera
independent dynamics of these fluctuations.

An effect of both the bending elastic modulusK and the
smectic layer compressibilityB profiles, and, consequently
the temperature, on the dynamics of the thermal layer
01170
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placement fluctuations in FSSAFs has been theoretically
vestigated in our previous paper@35#. It has been shown tha
this effect can be observed in experiments on the dyna
x-ray scattering from sufficiently thick films (N>100) and
for large enough (>106 cm21) wave vector transfer compo
nent in the film plane. In thinner films and for not so larg
wave vector transfer component in the film plane, the ma
role in the dynamics of the thermal layer displacement fl
tuations in FSSAFs belongs to the so called acoustic m
@31,32# with practically temperature independent relaxati
time

t (1)5Ndh3/2g, ~1!

where d is the smectic layer spacing, andh3 is the layer
sliding viscosity. This mode corresponds to such motion
the film when an interlayer spacing is constant, and, hen
any dependence on the elastic moduliK and B profiles is
absent. However, for the solid substrate supported smectA
films, the acoustic mode of its motion vanishes@17#. Thus,
the thermal layer displacement fluctuations always give
to change in the interlayer spacing. Therefore, dynamic ch
acteristics of these fluctuations should depend on the ela
moduli K andB profiles, and, hence, on the temperature,
only in very thick films and for not so large wave vect
transfer component in the film plane. In other words, an
fect of spatial inhomogeneity of the solid substrate suppor
smectic-A films on their thermal layer displacement fluctu
tions should be stronger than analogous effect in FSSAF

In this paper we present results of calculations of b
static and dynamic characteristics of the layer displacem
fluctuations in the solid substrate supported smectic-A films
with due regard for the bending elastic modulusK and the
smectic layer compressibilityB profiles. These calculation
are analogous to those for the layer displacement fluctuat
in FSSAFs presented in Refs.@21–23# and@35#, but here we
take also into account that the boundary surfaces of the
are not similar~the surface tension of the boundary free s
face is taken to be finite, whereas that of the film-substr
interface is assumed to be infinitely large!, and that the elas-
tic moduli profiles are not symmetrical with respect to t
film center. These profiles are determined from the mic
scopic model@24–27# for FSSAFs, taking into account th
difference in orienting actions of the boundary surfaces
molecules of the film.

In the following section we present results of calculatio
of the smectic layer displacement fluctuation profiles a
correlations between them for the films formed by liqu
crystalline compounds with the bulk Sm-A–N phase transi-
tion. The calculations have been performed for both the te
peratures well below the bulk phase transition tempera
and the maximum temperatures of existence of the films
given thickness. It has been shown that, well below the te
perature at which the smectic order in the bulk LC disa
pears, taking into account the profiles of the elastic moduK
and B does not produce noticeable differences from the
sults of Refs.@16,17# obtained in the framework of the Ho
lyst’s model. However, at maximum temperatures of ex
tence of the films, our results are considerably different fr
1-2
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SMECTIC LAYER DISPLACEMENT FLUCTUATIONS IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E69, 011701 ~2004!
the predictions of this model, especially when an orient
action of the film-solid substrate interface on the LC m
ecules is much weaker than the orienting action of the f
surface of the film.

In Sec. III the results of calculations of the time depe
dent displacement-displacement correlation functions
intensity-intensity correlations for diffuse x-ray scatteri
from the solid substrate supported smectic-A films are pre-
sented. It has been shown that, unlike FSSAFs, an effec
temperature on the dynamics of the layer displacement fl
tuations in such films can be observed in experiments on
dynamic x-ray scattering from not very thick films (N;20)
and for significantly smaller values (<105 cm21) of the
wave vector transfer component in the film plane.

II. THE SMECTIC LAYER DISPLACEMENT
FLUCTUATIONS AND CORRELATIONS BETWEEN

THEM IN THE SOLID SUBSTRATE SUPPORTED
SMECTIC- A FILMS

In Refs.@16,17# it has been shown that the thermal sme
tic layer displacement fluctuations in the solid substrate s
ported smectic-A films can be described in a framework
discrete model similar to that proposed by Holyst@18–20#
for description of these fluctuations in FSSAFs. Let us c
sider theN layer solid substrate supported smectic-A film. In
this film the smectic layer displacementsun(x,y) from equi-
librium positionszn5(n21)d along z axis normal to the
film layers, wheren is the layer index andd is the smectic
layer spacing, give rise to the free energy excessF consisting
of a bulk contributionFB determined by Eqs.~2! and ~3! in
Ref. @21#, and a surface contributionFS which according to
Ref. @16# is given by

FS5
1

2E @g1u¹'u1~RW !u21gNu¹'uN~RW !u2#dRW , ~2!

whereg1 is the surface tension of the free surface of the fil
gN is the surface tension of the film-substrate interface,RW is
the radius vector in the plane of the film (R25x21y2), ¹' is
the projection of the¹W operator on the (x,y) plane.

Using the Fourier transformation

un~RW !5~2p!22E un~qW'!exp~ iqW'•RW !dqW' , ~3!

one can obtain the following simple and compact express
for the free energy excessF:

F5
1

2 (
k,n51

N E uk~qW'!Mknun~2qW'!dqW' , ~4!

whereMkn are the elements of ribbonlike matrix. The no
zero elements of this matrix are determined as

M115g1q'
2 1K1dq'

4 1~B11B2!/2d5b1 , ~5!

MNN5gNq'
2 1KNdq'

4 1~BN211BN!/2d5bN , ~6!
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Mnn5Kndq'
4 1~Bn2112Bn1Bn11!/2d5bn ,n52,N21,

~7!

Mn11n5Mnn1152~Bn1Bn11!/2d5cn ,n51,N21,
~8!

whereKn is the elastic modulus for bending of thenth smec-
tic layer, andBn is the compressibility of this layer. If we
know the magnitudes of elastic moduliK andB for the bulk
Sm-A phase of a given LC at a certain temperatureT0

@K(T0)[K0 , B(T0)[B0] much lower the bulk Sm-A–I or
Sm-A–N transition temperature, we can determine values
the elastic moduliKn , Bn for any film of this LC at any
temperatureT within an interval of its existence via the m
croscopic model@24–27# for a thin LC layer with two
boundary surfaces. The algorithm of determination of th
elastic moduli is described in detail in our previous pap
@21,23#. Further, one can find the elements (M 21)kn of in-
verse matrix, and, using these elements, calculate the ave
film layer displacement fluctuationssn5^un

2(0)&1/2 and the
displacement-displacement correlations gk,n(R)
5^uk(RW )un(0)&/(sksn). According to Refs.@18,19#,

sn
25^un

2~0!&5
kBT

~2p!2E ~M 21!nndqW' , ~9!

^uk~RW !un~0!&5
kBT

~2p!2E ~M 21!knexp~ iqW'•RW !dqW' . ~10!

In right-hand sides of Eqs.~9! and~10!, the lower limit of
integration is determined by the transverse film sizeL,
whereas the upper limit is determined by the molecular
ametera (2p/L<uq'u<2p/a). If the film has a macro-
scopic transverse sizeL;cm, then one can set the lowe
limits of integration in Eqs.~9! and~10! to be equal to zero.

Numerical calculations of the smectic layer displacem
fluctuationssn and correlationsgk,n(R) have been carried
out for the solid substrate supported smectic-A film consist-
ing of N524 layers. The film is assumed to be made of a
having a ‘‘weak’’ first order Sm-A–N phase transition. Ac-
cording to the well known McMillan theory@36# for the bulk
Sm-A phase and the microscopic model@24–27# for a thin
LC layer with two boundary surfaces, in this case the mo
parametera52 exp@2(pr0 /d)2# used in the theory must b
a<0.98 wherer 0 is a characteristic radius of the model pa
potential proposed by McMillan. As in Refs.@21–23#, our
calculations have been performed fora50.871. The smectic
layer displacement fluctuations and correlations betw
them have been calculated for two temperatures. The
temperatureT1 is well below the bulk Sm-A–N transition
temperature and the second temperatureT2 is just below the
maximum temperature of existence of the film of a giv
thickness. According to Refs.@24–27#, above the maximum
temperature, the smectic order completely disappears in
ume of the film (s→0). As in Refs.@21–23#, we takeT1
50.204(V0 /kB) @according to Ref.@36#, for a50.871, the
bulk Sm-A–N phase transition temperature is equal toTAN
50.2091(V0 /kB)], where V0 is the intermolecular interac
1-3
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L. V. MIRANTSEV PHYSICAL REVIEW E 69, 011701 ~2004!
tion constant in the McMillan theory. In the framework o
the model proposed in Refs.@24–27#, a value of the tempera
ture T2 is determined by the orienting actions of the boun
ary surfaces of the film on the LC molecules. These acti
are simulated by effective short-range external fields,
strength of which is proportional to interaction constantsW1

andWN corresponding to the free surface of the film and
film-substrate interface, respectively. As in our previous
pers@21–23#, we setW1 /V051.6. As for the constantWN ,
we considered three cases. In the first case we setWN5W1

~orienting actions of two boundary surfaces are equal to e
other!. In the second case we takeWN55W1 ~the orienting
action of the film-substrate interface is much stronger th
that of its free surface!. Finally, in the third case we se
WN5W1/5 that corresponds to a very weak orienting act
of the film-substrate interface. Then, in the first case, as
Refs. @21–23#, we obtainT250.210 35(V0 /kB), in the sec-
ond caseT250.210 39(V0 /kB), and in the third caseT2

50.2093(V0 /kB).
The bending elastic constantK0 and the smectic laye

compressibilityB0 for the bulk Sm-A phase at the tempera
ture T0 well below the bulk Sm-A–N phase transition tem
peratureTAN are assumed, as in Refs.@21–23#, to be equal to
K051026 dyn andB05108 dyn/cm2 ~typical value for most
LCs @1#!. A value of the surface tensiong1525 dyn/cm for
the free surface of the film has been taken from Ref.@9#, and
the surface tensiongN of the film-substrate interface is as
sumed, as in Ref.@16#, to be infinitely large~in numerical
calculations we setgN51000g1). The film layer spacingd is
assumed to be temperature independent and equald
530A, and we set the molecular diametera54A ~typical
values for the LC molecules@1#!.

First of all, using the model@24–27#, we have calculated
the bending elastic constantK and the smectic layer com
pressibility B profiles for three above mentioned relatio
between orienting actions of two boundary surfaces of
film. As expected, in the first case (WN5W1), the profiles
obtained are completely similar to those presented in
previous papers on the thermal layer displacement fluc
tions in FSSAFs~see Figs. 1 and 2 in Refs.@21,23#!. In the
second case (WN55W1), the profiles obtained are also ve
similar to those in Refs.@21,23#, though values ofK/K0 and
B/B0 for the Nth layer are slightly larger than analogou
values for the first layer. In the third case (WN5W1/5), how-
ever, the profiles obtained are significantly different fro
those presented in Refs.@21,23#. First, as expected, thes
profiles are not symmetrical with respect to the center of
film. Second, the elastic moduli, especially the compressi
ity B, have their minimum values not in the central part
the film, but in the layer adjacent to the solid substrate
should be also noticed that, for the lower temperatureT1 ~see
curves 1 in Figs. 1 and 2 and Figs. 1 and 2 in Refs.@21,23# !,
in all above mentioned cases, the elastic moduliK and B
profiles have a large plateau in the central part of the film,
which these moduli are nearly constant and very close to
bulk valuesK0 andB0, respectively. On the contrary, for th
maximum temperatureT2 of existence of the film, this pla
teau is absent~see curves 2 in these figures!. Consequently,
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for the temperatureT1, a significant part of the solid sub
strate supported smectic-A film is really spatially homoge-
neous, or almost homogeneous, and the Holyst’s model@18–
20# used in Refs.@16,17# should give results not very
different from ours. However, close to the maximum te
perature of existence of the film of given thicknessT
5T2), in all above mentioned cases, the film is already
spatially homogeneous~see curves 2 in Figs. 1 and 2 an

FIG. 1. The bending elastic constantK profiles in the solid sub-
strate supported smectic-A film well below the bulk Sm-A–N tran-
sition temperature and near the maximum temperature of its e
tence. N524; a50.871; W1 /V051.6, WN5W1/5. Curve 1, T
5T150.204(V0 /kB); curve 2,T5T250.2093(V0 /kB).

FIG. 2. The smectic layer compressibilityB profiles in the solid
substrate supported smectic-A film under the same conditions as i
Fig. 1. Curve 1, T5T150.204(V0 /kB); curve 2, T5T2

50.2093(V0 /kB).
1-4
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SMECTIC LAYER DISPLACEMENT FLUCTUATIONS IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E69, 011701 ~2004!
Figs. 1 and 2 in Refs.@21,23#!. In addition, in the third case
the film is strongly asymmetrical with respect to its cent
and, in the layers adjacent to the substrate, the elastic mo
K andB are much weaker than those close to the free sur
of the film. Consequently, just in this case, a difference
tween results obtained in Refs.@16,17# in the framework of
the Holyst’s model and our results should be most noti
able.

Further, the elastic moduliK and B profiles obtained
above have been used in calculations of the layer displ
ment fluctuation profilessn in the 24-layer solid substrat
supported smectic-A film for both the lower temperatureT1
and maximum temperatureT2 of its existence. The results o
these calculations for the first (WN5W1) and the third
(WN5W1/5) cases are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, resp
tively ~the sn profile for the second case is slightly differe
from analogous curves in Fig. 3!. In the same figures, usin
the dashed curves, the thermal fluctuation profiles obtai
in the framework of the Holyst’s model@18–20# are also
shown. As expected, in both cases, forT5T1 our results are
very similar to those given by this model. However, close
the maximum temperatures of existence of the filmsT
5T2), taking into account the elastic moduliK and B pro-
files gives rise to a considerable deviation from the Holys
model@18–20# predictions. So, in the first case~see Fig. 3!,
a maximum value of the layer displacement fluctuations
sn calculated at the temperatureT250.210 35(V0 /kB) is
about 1.5 times larger than that calculated at the tempera
T1. In addition, the maximum of thesn profile is shifted to
the center of the film, where the elastic moduliK andB have
minimum values. At the same time, according to calculatio
performed in the framework of the Holyst’s model, su

FIG. 3. The smectic layer displacement fluctuation profiles
the solid substrate supported smectic-A film. W1 /V051.6, WN

5W1 , K051026 dyn; B05108 dyn/cm2; g1525 dyn/cm. Solid
circles, T5T150.204(V0 /kB); solid squares, T5T2

50.210 35(V0 /kB); dashed line, the results of the Holyst’s mod
@18–20#.
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growth of temperature of the film gives rise to very we
change in thesn profile. In the third case, heating the film
from the lower temperatureT1 to the maximum temperatur
T250.2093(V0 /kB) of existence of the film gives rise to
even more radical change in thesn profile ~see Fig. 4!. For
T5T1, we have a very weak dependence ofsn on the layer
index n, excepting the sharp decay ofsn to zero atn524,
whereas, for the maximum temperatureT2 of existence of
the film, we see a significant growth ofsn with increasingn
up to the last but one film layer followed by the sharp dec
to zero atn524. So, the maximum value ofsn is shifted to
the solid substrate surface, where the elastic moduliK andB
have minimum values~see Figs. 1 and 2!. In other words, in
all cases under consideration, maximum values of the t
mal smectic layer displacement fluctuations are obser
where the layering structure of the film is weakest, and
position of these maxima is determined by orienting actio
of the boundary surfaces of the film on the LC molecules

We have also calculated the displacement-displacem
correlationsgk,n(R) for different layers in the solid substrat
supported smectic-A films. The results of these calculation
for correlations between the layer displacement fluctuati
of the central film layer (k512) and other layers (n

51,24,RW 50) for the case ofWN5W1 are shown in Fig. 5.
Well below the bulk Sm-A–N transition temperature (T
5T1), our results~curve 1 in Fig. 5! are very similar to those
obtained in the framework of the Holyst’s model@18–20#
~dashed curve in this figure!. One can see a significant de
crease of the correlationg12,n(0) with increasing absolute
value of difference 122n. However, as expected, the curve
obtained are not symmetrical with respect to the center of
film, and decay of this correlation with approaching the so
substrate surface is much faster than that with approac
the free surface of the film. So, near the free surfacen
51), the correlationg12,n(0) exceeds 0.2, whereas for th

FIG. 4. Analogous profiles forWN5W1/5. Other parameters ar
the same as in Fig. 3. Solid circles,T5T150.204(V0 /kB); solid
squares,T5T250.2093(V0 /kB); dashed line, the results of the Ho
lyst’s model.
1-5
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L. V. MIRANTSEV PHYSICAL REVIEW E 69, 011701 ~2004!
last but one film layer (n523), this correlation is close to
zero. Such difference between magnitudes of these cor
tions is due to the fact that the smectic layers disposed
the free surface of the film can fluctuate ‘‘in unison’’ with th
central film layers. At the same time, the smectic layers s
ated close to the last film layer, which is rigidly fixed at th
solid substrate surface, have no such opportunity becaus
very large energy excess associated with their stretch or c
pression.

Our calculations show also that heating the solid subst
supported smectic-A films up to the maximum temperature
T2 of their existence gives rise to changes in values of c
relationsg,n(0) much weaker than the changes in the profi
of fluctuationssn ~see Fig. 5!. In addition, the thermally
controlled changes in values ofg,n(0) are determined by the
orienting actions of the boundary surfaces of the film on
LC molecules. If the orienting action of the film-substra
interface is equal to the orienting action of the free surface
the film (WN5W1) or exceeds it (WN55W1), then heating
the film gives rise, as in the case of FSSAFs, to decreas
values of the correlationsg12,n(0) ~see Fig. 5!. On the con-
trary, when the orienting action of the film-substrate interfa
is weaker than that of the free surface of the film (WN
5W1/5), a growth in the temperature gives rise to an e
hancement of these correlations. These results can be p
cally interpreted as follows. In the first two cases (WN
5W1 andWN55W1), heating the solid substrate support
smectic-A film to the maximum temperatureT2 of its exis-
tence gives rise to a significant decrease in values of
elastic moduliK and B in the center of the film, wherea
these moduli in its interfacial layers practically do n
change. As said above, in these cases, the elastic modK
andB profiles are very similar to those in FSSAFs~see Figs.
1 and 2 in Refs.@21,23#!. Since the displacement fluctuation
of the central film layers are transmitted to other lay

FIG. 5. The correlationsg12,n(0) between the displacement fluc
tuations of the 12th and other smectic layers (n51,24) in the solid
substrate supported smectic-A film. The parametersN, a, W1 , WN ,
K0 , B0 , g1 are the same as in Fig. 3. Solid circles,T5T1

50.204(V0 /kB); solid squares,T5T250.210 35(V0 /kB). The
dashed curve represents the results of the Holyst’s model.
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through the layers adjacent to central ones, a significant
crease of their elasticity should give rise to weakness of
correlationsg12,n(0) between the displacement fluctuatio
of the central layers and those of other film layers. In t
third case (WN5W1/5), however, heating the film to th
maximum temperatureT2 of its existence not only gives ris
to decrease in elasticity of its central layers, but also t
more considerable extent decreases elasticity of the sm
layers adjacent to the substrate surface~see Figs. 1 and 2 o
the present paper!. As said above, a rigid fixation of thes
layers hinders other film layers from fluctuating ‘‘in unison
So, in this case, heating the film eliminates an obstacle
such ‘‘synchronous’’ fluctuations, and, hence, enhances
correlations between them.

III. DYNAMICS OF THE SMECTIC LAYER
DISPLACEMENT FLUCTUATIONS IN THE SOLID

SUBSTRATE SUPPORTED SMECTIC-A FILMS

According to the model proposed in Refs.@31,32#, a time
dependence of the smectic layer displacement fluctuat
un(x,y) from equilibrium positions in the smectic-A film is
determined by the following equations of motion:

r0

]2un

]t2
52h3D'

]un

]t
2

1

d
dF/dun , ~11!

wherer0 is an average density of LC,t is the time, andF is
the above mentioned free energy excess associated with
mal smectic layer displacement fluctuations in the film. Fro
Eqs.~11!, using the Fourier transformation~3! and introduc-
ing dimensionless variablest85@(K0B0)1/2/(dh3)#t and q8
5q' /q0 , q0

25@B0 /(K0d2)#1/2, one can obtain a set of equa
tions which can be written in the following compact matr
form:

~r0K0 /h3
2!

]2un

]t82
52q82

]un

]t8
2Mnm8 um , ~12!

whereMnm8 are elements of a ribbonlike matrix analogous
the above defined matrixMnm . In the case of the solid sub
strate supported smectic-A film, nonzero elements of this
matrix are given by Eqs.~11!–~15! in our previous paper
@35# devoted to dynamics of the layer displacement fluct
tions in FSSAFs if the dimensionless surface tensionḡ
5g(K0B0)21/2 in Eqs.~11! and~12! in this paper is replaced
by ḡ15g1(K0B0)21/2 and ḡN5gN(K0B0)21/2, respectively.
As in Refs.@31,32,35#, the solutionun(q8,t8) of Eqs. ~12!
can be expressed in terms of eigenvectorsvn

(k)(q8) of the
matrix Mmn8 (q8) as follows:

un~q8,t8!5 (
k51

N

un
(k)~q8,t8!vn

(k)~q8!, ~13!

and the time dependence of the normal modesun
(k)(q8,t8) in

this expansion is determined by the equation
1-6
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un
(k)~q8,t8!5un1

(k) ~q8!exp@b1
(k)~q8!t8#

1un2
(k) ~q8!exp@b2

(k)~q8!t8#. ~14!

By using Eqs. ~18!–~21! in Ref. @35#, the exponents
b6

(k)(q8) can be expressed in terms of relaxation tim
t6

(k)(q8) and frequenciesv (k)(q8). A knowledge of the time
dependences of the normal modesun

(k)(q8,t8) enables us to
calculate the time dependent displacement-displacement
relations which in the Fourier representation are determi
@31,32# by

Cm,n~q8,t8!5^um~q8,t8!un~2q8,0!&. ~15!

Finally, using Eqs.~27! and ~28! in Ref. @35#, one can
express the time dependent intensity-intensity correla
^I (q,t)I (q,0)& for the diffuse x-ray scattering from the film
in terms of the correlation functionsCm,n(q8,t8).

Numerical calculations of the time depende
displacement-displacementCm,n(q' ,t) and intensity-
intensity ^I (q,t)I (q,0)& correlations have been performe
for the 24-layer solid substrate supported smectic-A films at
values of the model parameters similar to those used in
II in calculations of the smectic layer displacement fluctu
tion profiles and correlations between these fluctuations.
layer sliding viscosityh3 was assumed to be equal toh3
50.4 g/(cm s) that is a typical value for smectic-A LCs. The
calculations have been performed for the three above m
tioned relations between interaction constantsW1 andWN at
both temperaturesT1 andT2.

First of all, we have investigated an effect of the tempe
ture of the film on the behavior of the time depende
displacement-displacement correlation functio
Cm,n(q' ,t). In our previous paper@35# it has been shown
that, for FSSAFs, this effect can be observed in sufficien
thin films (N>100) and at large enough (>106 cm21) val-
ues of the wave vector transfer component in the film pla
~see Figs. 3 and 4 in Ref.@35#!. However, in our case of the
solid substrate supported smectic-A films, this effect is no-
ticeable for thinner films and at significantly smaller valu
of this wave vector transfer component. This fact can
illustrated by Fig. 6 demonstrating the time dependence
the displacement-displacement correlation functionC12,12
calculated for the 24-layer film atq'5105 cm21, WN
5W1, and for the temperaturesT1 ~curve 1! andT2 ~curve
2!. One can see that, for maximum temperatureT2 of exis-
tence of the film, an absolute value of the functionC12,12 at
t50 is about two times larger than that for the lower te
peratureT1, and, forT5T2, a decay of this correlation func
tion with time is significantly slower than analogous dec
for T5T1. Other time dependent displacement-displacem
correlation functions (C1,1, C1,12, etc.! demonstrate a simi
lar behavior. In the case of FSSAFs, for the same valuesN
and q' , these correlation functions are absolutely tempe
ture insensitive. Such difference in behavior of the solid s
strate supported smectic-A films and FSSAFs can be qual
tatively explained as follows. In not very thick (N<100)
FSSAFs and forq'<106 cm21, a major role in dynamics o
the layer displacement fluctuations belongs to the so-ca
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acoustic mode@31,32#, which corresponds to such motion o
the film that does not change interlayer spacing. Theref
no dependence of the relaxation times on the elastic mo
K andB profiles should be observed in such motion. In t
solid substrate supported smectic-A film, however, the layer
adjacent to the substrate surface is rigidly fixed, and
acoustic mode does not occur in its motion@17#. Therefore,
the layer displacement fluctuations in such films always g
rise to change in the interlayer spacings, and, hence, the
laxation timest6

(k)(q8), which determine the time depen
dences of the displacement-displacement correlation fu
tions, should depend on the elastic moduliK andB profiles,
and, consequently, the temperature, even for not very th
(N<100) films and not very largeq' . It should be noticed
that, for the substrate surfaces supported smectic-A films, the
temperature dependence of these correlation functions ca
observed even for more smaller values of the wave ve

FIG. 7. Analogous dependences for C1,1 at
q'523104 cm21.

FIG. 6. Time dependences of the displacement-displacem
correlation functionC12,12. WN5W1 , q'5105 cm21. Curve 1,T
5T150.204(V0 /kB); curve 2,T5T250.210 35(V0 /kB).
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transfer component in the film plane. This fact is illustrat
in Fig. 7, demonstrating the time dependences of
displacement-displacement correlation functionC1,1 for q'

523104 cm21 at bothT5T1 ~curve 1! and T5T2 ~curve
2!. For such a not very large value ofq' , both dependence
demonstrate oscillations, but these oscillations are notice
different from each other.

Then we have calculated the time dependent intens
intensity correlationŝ I (q,t)I (q,0)& for the 24-layer solid
substrate supported smectic-A film. The results of these cal
culations for the diffuse x-ray scattering from the film in th
vicinity of the first Bragg peak (qz52p/d) at the wave vec-
tor transfer component in the film planeq'5105 cm21, and
for WN5W1, are shown in Fig. 8. Curve 1 corresponds
the temperatureT1 well below the bulk Sm-A–N phase tran-
sition temperature, and curve 2 corresponds to results of
culation at the temperatureT2 just below the maximum tem
perature of existence of the film. One can see that heating
film to the temperatureT2 noticeably decelerates the dec
of the intensity-intensity correlation function̂I (q,t)I (q,0)&
with the timet, and observation of this phenomenon is mo
convenient for t;1029 s. It should be also noticed tha
when the orienting action of the film-substrate interface
very strong (WN55W1), the results of calculations are ver

FIG. 8. Time dependences of the intensity-intensity correlat
function ^I (q,t)I (q,0)&. WN5W1 , q'5105 cm21. Curve 1, T
5T150.204(V0 /kB); curve 2,T5T250.210 35(V0 /kB).
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similar to those shown in Fig. 8. On the contrary, when t
orienting action of this interface is much weaker than that
the free surface of the film (WN5W1/5), the decay of the
intensity-intensity correlation function̂I (q,t)I (q,0)& at the
maximum temperatureT2 of existence of the film become
even more slower. Finally, our calculations show that, for
24-layer solid substrate supported smectic-A film, an effect
of the temperature on the time dependence of the intens
intensity correlation̂ I (q,t)I (q,0)& is observable for even
more smaller values, for example,q'533104 cm21, of the
wave transfer component in the film plane, when this dep
dence demonstrate noticeable oscillations~see Fig. 9!. In
FSSAFs, for such values ofq' , this correlation function is
absolutely temperature independent.

Thus, the results obtained show that the dynamics of
layer displacement fluctuations in the solid substrate s
ported smectic-A films is much more sensitive to change
internal structure caused by its heating, and an experime
study of this dynamics can be a sufficiently effective tool f
investigation of this structure.
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FIG. 9. The same dependences as in Fig. 8 but forWN5W1/5

and q'533104 cm21. Curve 1,T5T150.204(V0 /kB); curve 2,
T5T250.2093(V0 /kB).
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